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A killer, a ghost, and a cat named Billy.Bryce&apos;s favorite student has fallen prey to a vicious

killer. He&apos;s a mild-mannered college professor, but Bryce feels compelled to use his psychic

insight and ability to talk to the dead to bring this murderer to justice. Enter Elizabeth. This ghost is

distracting, pushy, and eighteen years old. While she needles Bryce to change his hermit ways, she

also shows abilities that will aid him in his search for the serial killer. In the end, he&apos;ll discover

why Elizabeth is not your average ghost.
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kindle unlimited but got it on a freebie day, have read almost everything in this writer's , this one was

different even as much as I read.A killer, a ghost, and a cat named Billy.Bryce's favorite student has

fallen prey to a vicious killer. He's a mild-mannered college professor, but Bryce feels compelled to

use his psychic insight and ability to talk to the dead to bring this murderer to justice. Enter

Elizabeth. This ghost is distracting, pushy, and eighteen years old. While she needles Bryce to

change his hermit ways, she also shows abilities that will aid him in his search for the serial killer. In



the end, he'll discover why Elizabeth is not your average ghost.

Wow. The one word I would use to describe this story? Delightful! Don't get me wrong, there are

some dark sides to this story. Given that it's kind of a murder mystery, that's to be expected (details

of how victims died still plague my mind). The broader story line though is incredible. The author's

ability to detail the change in the main character through his interactions with people, ghosts and a

kitten is rather amazing. Overall, despite the darkness of the murders, this is a feel good story.

There's a sliver of short lived romance and a tiny slice of implied sex but these aren't the focus. In

some ways it seems like it's one story but then as you move through there's another story unfolding,

and then another. It is extremely well written in a way that I could see rather dramatically the self

development of the main character. (Where is this man? I want to meet him!). As a character he's

written very well as a real person with no over the top gloss or shine. It's nice how he is subtly led

through a series of events that open him up to more than he thought he needed in his life.Would I

give this story to a teenager to read? Well, there's no adult content to worry about (of sexual

nature). The horrific way teenage girls were being murdered would possibly make me not hand this

to a teenager but that's a personal parenting thing. The murder details only make up a tiny piece of

the whole story but like I previously mentioned, that tiny slice of detail stuck with me and still makes

me shudder. That is realism, though. I cannot say if other readers would be affected by those details

as much as I was, and the detail was provided earlier on in the book so there were plenty of feel

good things after that. To sum up, I just really loved this book. I would very happily read another by

the same author, particularly any that are of the same series. Unworldly good!

Five stars for an engaging, interesting romp into crime solving. The bad guy is straight up psycho

and disturbing. Bryce and his ghosts are the best part, of course. I loved the thought that went into

the ghosts' abilities and Lizzie was a fantastic twist. Recommended to any fans of the TV show

Medium or Criminal Minds.

Enjoyed this book very much the characters are fun and amusing looking forward to more

adventures with this fun group

Excellent book, enjoyed it thoroughly!
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